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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

Introduction: Automated tutoring systems aim to respond to the
learner’s cognitive state in order to maintain engagement. The
end-user’s state might be inferred by interactive timings, bodily
movements or facial expressions. Problematic computerized stimuli
are known to cause smiling during periods of frustration. Methods: Forty-four seated, healthy participants (age range 18-35, 18
male) used a handheld trackball to answer a computer-presented,
formative, 3-way multiple choice geography quiz, with 9 questions,
lasting a total of 175 seconds. Frontal facial videos (10 Hz) were
collected with a webcam and processed for facial expressions by
CrowdEmotion using a pattern recognition algorithm. Interactivity was recorded by a keystroke logger (Inputlog 5.2). Subjective
responses were collected immediately after each quiz using a panel
of visual analogue scales (VAS). Results: Smiling was five-fold enriched during the instantaneous feedback segments of the quiz,
and this was correlated with VAS ratings for engagement but not
with happiness or frustration. Nevertheless, smiling rate was significantly higher after wrong answers compared to correct ones, and
frustration was correlated with the number of questions answered
incorrectly. Conclusion: The apparent disconnect between the increased smiling during incorrect answers but the lack of correlation
between VAS frustration and smiles suggests a trigger-substrate
model where engagement is the permissive substrate, while the
noises made by the quiz after wrong answers may be the trigger.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Effective automated systems for tutoring should respond to the end
user’s cognitive states [1], which may be recognised non-intrusively
by measuring facial expressions or postural movements [14]. Smile
recognition can be quantified by human scoring with the Facial
Action Coding System. This process has been revolutionized by
applying automated pattern recognition to facial landmarks (e.g.
the mouth, eyes and upper cheek) [13]. According to researchers
such as Paul Ekman and his followers in the Facial Expression
Programme, Duchenne smiles reflect inner states of cheerfulness
or amusement, while Behavioural Ecology Theory suggests that
all smiles, including Duchenne smiles, are tools used in social interactions; they claim that cheerfulness is neither necessary nor
sufficient for smiling [12]; Crivelli et al. [4] have even suggested
that being engaged in a social interaction is the strongest predictor
for Duchenne smiles. Hoque et al. [6] showed that frustration can
immediately lead to smiling by using as a triggering stimulus an
apparent computer malfunction, leading to frustration; another
interpretation, based on social intention, is that compliance is a
trigger for smiling, as it reflects cooperation or submission to a dominant individual [9], even if the team mate or dominant individual
is a computer [11].
Much has been made of the timing of Duchenne smiles, and
that they are more rare than the Facial Expression Programme
would predict [4], given the frequency of positive emotions. One
model for understanding rare behaviour comes from the study of
the electrical basis of arrhythmias, the Trigger-Substrate model [10].
Triggers are proximate causes that are short-lived, unpredictable,
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and idiosyncratic events, while substrates are permissive states
that are medium-term, more predictable and measurable. A simple
example from aviation would be that explosions require a spark
to interact with available fuel. In human computer interaction,
a substrate would be a mood, while a trigger could either be a
computer event or an end user’s passing thought. Our research
question is: in our formative HCI quizzes, why is smiling more
common just after the question ends than during the question or
during the explanation, and does this reflect Non-Instrumental
Movement Inhibition (NIMI) [14]? This is also an exploratory study
that tests what other mental states besides NIMI leads to smiling.

2 METHODS
2.1 Participants and Subjective Measures
Forty-four healthy participants (age range 18-35, 18 male) were
recruited from the university community. Ethical approval was
granted via the local university ethics committee, and all participants provided informed consent according to the Declaration
of Helsinki. Seated participants interacted with a computer while
alone in a room according to our standard protocol [14]; their faces
were filmed from a frontal aspect by a webcam (Logitech HD 720p)
at 10 Hz. Each stimulus lasted approximately 175 seconds, and
between stimuli participants were asked to rate the previous experience using a set of 10-cm Visual Analogue Scale (VAS) measures
that had the anchors at 0 (“not at all”) and 100 (“extremely”). Interactions were performed with a handheld trackball in order to
minimize non-instrumental postural changes. All of the participants’ interactions were tracked with millisecond accuracy by a
keystroke logger (Inputlog 5.2 [8]).

2.2

Stimulus

In this study only one stimulus was considered: a geography quiz
(GQ) that asked nine fairly difficult 3-way multiple-choice questions
(average volunteer score 3.50 out of 9) in a fairly entertaining way
(mean VAS interest = 71.14 out of 100). This quiz was unrelated to
any course work or reward. Our analysis broke apart each of the
nine questions into a question period and an answer period, and
we refer to an entire question + answer as "an item" (see Figure 1).
The question was accompanied by game-show music, and a countdown timer was visible as their time was running out. Although
the participant could answer each question whenever they were
ready to, each of the nine items lasted 19.5 seconds; after clicking
on the proposed answer, the quiz immediately informed the participant of the correct answer (accompanied by a consonant musical
sound when correct, and a comedy sound (a cow mooing) when the
answer was incorrect) for three seconds ("the feedback"), followed
by slowly revealing (over the course of 10 seconds) five interesting facts ("the explanation") relating to the question (until the 19.5
seconds were complete); the explanation was silent. Because the
average time to answer each question was 7.63 seconds, during
most questions participants had sufficient time to see at least some
of the explanation.

2.3

Smile Recognition and Analysis

Scoring of each of the films for facial expressions was performed by
CrowdEmotion (www.crowdemotion.co.uk). A training set of 40,000

Figure 1: Structure of the geography quiz timing. The top
half of the diagram represents the whole stimulus, and is
followed by the subjective questionnaire. The bottom half
shows the timing of each question. EQ = early question segment, LQ = late question segment, F = feedback (early answer) segment. Red line represents the moment when the
participant selects an answer (clicks); this moment is selected by the participant, so the durations of the LQ and the
explanation are variable.
ground truth face images were used to train a multiple-category
Convolutional Neural Network (CNN) with the six Ekman facial
expression categories: anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, and
surprise. The same Dynamic Deep Learning architecture was used
as that presented by [7], but without the Long-Short Term Memory
Neural Network on the end. Films were analysed as individual
frames, and outputs are provided as percentages (or certainty) for a
given emotion, allowing total certainty to be less than 100%. In this
study only the smile-based ("happiness") time course data was used.
csv files were read into Matlab, and individual smiles were identified
using a local peak finding algorithm [3]; a smile was judged to be
occurring if there was a local peak (delta = 0.2) above the nearest
trough, or delta was set to 0.1 if the entire range was < 0.3. All
peak detection initially reversed the time course (and restored the
direction at the end) to guarantee that the initial peak was preceded
by diminished smile certainty. A baseline was determined, and a
peak start point was identified as 15% of the range between the
baseline and the local peak. All statistics were non-parametric due
to the floor and ceiling effects in VAS data; Matlab was used to
calculate Spearman correlations and Sign Tests.

3 RESULTS
3.1 Smile Rate: Question vs. Answer
To verify whether participants smile more during the question
phase than during the answer phase of each quiz item, mouse activity from Inputlog was used to divide the smile assessment time
series into question and answer phases. Local peaks in the smile
assessment curve were detected by using a peak detection algorithm (see methods). The initiation of each smile was recognized
as the point at which the smile assessment curve first reached 15%
of the range between the baseline and the local peak. Smile rates
(smiles initiations recognized per second) were 80% higher during
the answer periods (0.042 ± 0.006, mean ± s.e.m.) than during the
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Figure 2: Comparison of smile rate during feedback (early
answer) vs. during explanation (late answer), paired by participant. Black horizontal lines are mean values. For each
participant: red line = smile rate for feedback < explanation, dark blue line = smile rate for feedback > explanation,
dashed cyan line = smile rate for feedback is the same as for
explanation.

Effect of Multiple Wrong Answers

To verify that correct and wrong answers elicit the emotions expected, we ran Spearman’s correlations between the number of
correct/wrong answers for each participant vs. the VAS ratings
they provided for different emotions. The VAS rating most correlated with correct/wrong answers was frustration, which was
strongly inversely correlated with the number of correct answers
(rho = −0.432, p < 0.01), and this was followed by an inverse correlation between correct answers and the statements "I wanted
it to end earlier" (rho = −0.303, p < 0.05) and "I felt apathetic or
detached" (rho = −0.301, p < 0.05). The number of correctly answered questions was significantly directly correlated with the
statement "I wanted to see more" (rho = 0.329, p < 0.05) and there
was a trend for correlation with "I cared about it" (rho = 0.267, p <
0.10) and "interested" (rho = 0.251, p < 0.10). Note that there was
no significant correlation for "happiness". Together, this subjective
data suggests that getting answers wrong on this quiz added to the
participants’ overall rating of frustration, while getting answers
right was rewarding, and to a lesser extent interesting, and did not
clearly contribute to happiness or positive affect. This fits with the
idea that not all rewarding experiences are pleasurable or lead to
positive affect [2].

3.3
question periods (0.023±0.004, p < 0.001, n = 44, sign test). This supports our original hypothesis that NIMI inhibits smiling. We then
explored the data to generate hypotheses, to determine whether
a triggering phenomenon was responsible. The smile rates were
calculated with the question period broken into two segments (the
first three seconds, relating to the arrival of the new question, vs.
the latter portion of the question), and with the answer/explanation
periods divided into two segments (the first three seconds when
the answer are shown (feedback), and the remainder where the
explanation appears). The smile rate during the early part of the
answer (0.10 ± 0.01) was four-fold larger than the rates for the other
periods (early question 0.020 ± 0.005, late question 0.024 ± 0.005,
and later answer/explanation 0.021 ± 0.003), and this difference was
highly significant (p < 0.00001, sign test), while the other smile rates
were not significantly different from each other (p > 0.1). Figure 2
shows a comparison by participant of smile rate during the early
answer (feedback) vs. during the late answer (explanation) time segments. To understand whether the increased smile rate, apparently
triggered during the transition from question to answer, was due to
wrong answers that led to frustrated smiles [6], we compared the
smile rate in the early answer (feedback) segments for questions
that were answered correctly to the smile rate during feedback
when items were answered incorrectly, grouped by participant. The
smile rate immediately after answering incorrectly (0.12 ± 0.02) was
significantly higher than immediately after answering correctly
(0.08 ± 0.02, p < 0.05, sign test). We also found that smile rates
during the feedback segment (but not during the question or during
the explanation segment) was highly inversely correlated to the
number of correct answers (rho = −0.412, p < 0.01). Thus, feedback
from the quiz stating that the answer was wrong seems to trigger a
higher smile rate than correct answers.
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Smile Rate vs. Cognitive States

To determine whether frustration may be triggering smiling, we
calculated the correlations between the end-of-quiz VAS ratings of
frustration (and other mental states) for each participant against
the smile rate for each of the time segments (total quiz, questions only, early questions only, late question segment only, answer/explanations, early answer segments only, late answer/explanation
segments only). For the full items, the only subjective ratings correlated with smile rate was engagement (rho = 0.38, p < 0.01) and
challenging (rho = 0.61, P < 0.01). None of the other descriptors
(bored, interested, happy, frustrated, wanted to see more, cared
about it) were even close to significant.
To understand if these smile rate correlations are based on the
answers being correct or on the segment of the item, we tested
correlations in the eight conditions (correct vs. wrong, question vs.
answer, early vs. late), which showed that engagement was correlated with smile rate during all segments except the early question
segment, and this held completely true for questions answered
incorrectly, but less so for questions answered correctly. During
the late answer/explanation for incorrectly answered questions,
challenging was directly correlated (rho = 0.677, p < 0.01) and bored
was inversely correlated (rho = −0.321, p < 0.05). Also during incorrectly answered questions, during the late question segment, bored
was inversely correlated (rho = −0.302, p < 0.05) and "I cared about
it" was positively correlated (rho = 0.308, p < 0.05). Interestingly,
during the early question segment, the only correlation with smile
rate (only during incorrectly answered questions) was "I felt tired"
(rho = 0.509, p < 0.01), as if the arrival of a new, impossible challenge elicited surrender or submission. During correctly answered
questions, the only correlation was with challenging during the
late answer/explanation.
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Figure 3: Schematic of a trigger-substrate model for controlling smiling during formative quizzes. The drive to engage
or interact (e.g. socially) provided by the substrate is interrupted, controlled and directed by the triggering signals.

3.4

Time Spent Selecting the Answer

The time spent selecting an option before clicking (i.e. delay before
answering) may relate to confusion, uncertainty, or effort. When
comparing for each individual the time spent selecting correct
answers (mean = 7.3 ± 0.3 seconds) to the time spent selecting
incorrect answers (7.9 ± 0.3), there was a trend toward significance
(P < 0.1, Wilcoxon Signed Rank test). We determined whether the
average time spent before selecting an option by each individual
(7.57 seconds for the cohort) was correlated with any of the ratings
for the VAS; only ratings for engagement were correlated (rho =
0.356, P < 0.05). For wrongly-answered items, the correlation was
highly significant between time spent selecting and engagement
(rho = 0.429, p < 0.01). For correctly answered items, there was a
trend for correlation between time spent selecting and "tired" (rho =
0.372, p < 0.1). Taken together, time spent selecting a correct answer
was modestly related to tiredness, and time spent selecting a wrong
answer is significantly dependent on effort (i.e. engagement).

4

DISCUSSION

In this study we verified that, during these computerized quizzes,
smiling was radically enhanced just after answering questions incorrectly, and that this behaviour was explained by self-ratings
of engagement (and negatively with boredom), but it was not explained by ratings of happiness or frustration. A trigger-substrate
model can explain our unpredicted results (Figure 3), which fit precisely with results from observations of winners of judo matches
suggesting that smiling is linked to social engagement rather than
happiness [4]. This supports Behavioural Ecology Theory [5].
The post-quiz VAS measurements that we make after our short
quizzes (175 seconds) seem to register substrate moods rather than
fleeting triggers. Our exploratory correlation analysis shows that
engagement is a substrate for smiling throughout most of the quiz,
feelings of challenge are a strong substrate after wrong answers,
and tiredness can be a substrate, but only during the early question segment for triggers extending the entire stimulus; this may
reflect compliance or effort. We have no conclusive evidence for the
triggers for smiling in our quizzes, but we suspect that the quiz’s
noises that announce the correct/wrong answer (which could elicit
amusement) may be one possibility. If frustration is a trigger, then
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those fleeting feelings of frustration do not penetrate into our posttest VAS self-assessment; however, the additive frustration from
repeatedly getting questions wrong plainly does affect post-test selfassessment. Release from NIMI (or "relief") also may be a trigger,
although this does not explain the increased smiling after wrong
answers compared to correct answers.
We conclude that in this type of computerized formative quiz,
participants are much more likely to smile during the initial answer
– especially when wrong – than during the question or explanation
segments, and that these smiles are a strong sign of engagement,
challenge and learning motivation – the cognitive substrate. Our
data suggest that in our quiz there is often a smiling trigger at
the transition between the question and answer phases. To understand the trigger of smiling in our quizzes, future experiments are
required. To disentangle the triggering relationship between the
quiz noises, temporary frustration (or achievement emotions for
correct answers), and NIMI, a larger experiment is required with
versions of the quiz that a) provide no answer but have the noise
upon answering, b) provide the answer but have no noise, and c)
do not provide the answer or the noise.
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